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On average, people who haven’t yet retired estimate they 
will spend approximately $50,000 on health care after 
retirement. In reality, studies suggest it will cost almost 
five times that amount.  

A report issued by HealthView Services found that 
projected health care premiums (Parts B, D, and 
supplemental insurance) for a healthy 65-year-old couple 
retiring this year are expected to be $288,400 in today’s 
dollars. If out-of-pockets such as deductibles, copays, 
hearing, vision, and dental are included, expenses are 
expected to be $377,412. 

For retirees, health insurance coverage under Medicare 
typically starts at age 65. When you become eligible, you 
have a seven-month window to sign up. The period begins 
three months before the month you reach age 65 and ends 
three months after the month you turn 65.

When you sign up, you have to make a decision about 
whether to enroll in Original Medicare or opt for a 
Medicare Advantage Plan. In general, Medicare offers 
these options: 

Part A: Hospital Insurance.
 Part A is a component of Original Medicare. It generally 
covers hospital care, skilled nursing facility care, hospice, 
and home health services.  Most people don’t pay a 
premium for Part A because they paid Medicare taxes 
while working.

People who are not eligible for premium-free Part A, and 
don’t enroll when they are first eligible, may see their 
monthly premiums increase by 10 percent. They will pay 
the higher premium for twice the number of years they 
would have had to pay if they had signed up when they 
were first eligible. For example, if you were eligible for 
Part A for two years but didn’t sign up when you were first 
eligible, you will have to pay the higher premium for four 
years.

Part B: Medical Insurance. 
Part B is also a component of Original Medicare. It pays 
for preventative and medically necessary services not 
covered by Part A. For example, Part B helps pay for the 
cost of doctor visits, outpatient care, lab tests, physical 
therapy, medical equipment, and some home health care 
services.

The standard Part B monthly premium for 2017 is $134. 
However, many people who receive Social Security (and 
pay Part B premiums through their Social Security benefit) 
pay a premium of $109. The premium can also be higher 
depending on the recipient’s income.

The Part B deductible is $183 a year for 2017. Once it has 
been paid, participants typically owe 20 percent of the 
Medicare-approved amount for most doctor services, 
outpatient therapy, and durable medical equipment.

If you miss the Part B enrollment period, you may have 
to wait until the next general enrollment period (January 
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through March) and pay an increased premium to get 
coverage. There is an exception, though. If you’re working 
at age 65 and have health insurance through an employer 
or a spouse’s employer, you can delay Part B enrollment.

Part C: Medicare Advantage Plans. 
These plans are offered by private insurers that contract 
with Medicare to provide Part A and Part B benefits (and 
sometimes Part D benefits) to people with Medicare. Most 
plans require you to use plan doctors, hospitals, and other 
approved providers.

Usually, Medicare Advantage Plans charge monthly 
premiums. You may also owe copayments or coinsurance 
for covered services. Total out-of-pocket costs depend on 
the plan you choose and plan costs can change each year.

Part D: Prescription Drug Coverage. 
Part D provides Original Medicare participants with 
prescription drug coverage. The cost of premiums and the 
cost of drugs will vary by plan and income.

Part D coverage has a gap, known as the “doughnut hole.” 
Kiplinger’s explained it like this:

“In 2017, after you pay a deductible of up to $400, you’ll 
be responsible only for co-payments until your total drug 
costs reach $3,700 (including your share and the insurer’s 

share of the costs). At that point, the doughnut hole kicks 
in, and you’ll have to pay 40 percent of the cost of brand-
name drugs (50 percent is a discount paid for by the drug 
company and 10 percent is covered by the plan), and 51 
percent of the cost of generic drugs. Once your out-of-
pocket costs reach $4,950 (including the brand-name 
manufacturer’s 50 percent discount), you are out of the 
doughnut hole and you will pay no more than 5 percent of 
the cost of each drug.” 

There are late enrollment penalties for prescription drug 
coverage, too.

The role of supplemental insurance
Americans who enroll in Original Medicare (Parts A 
and B) may purchase supplemental insurance, known as 
Medigap coverage, to help cover costs not paid by Original 
Medicare. These policies may also cover health care costs 
when traveling outside the United States.

Bottom Line
Medicare is the cornerstone of most retiree’s health care in 
the U.S.  To minimize costs, it is important to sign up on 
schedule. It is also important to be realistic about future 
health care expenses and build these into your financial 
planning.  Your HCM Advisor can help. 

401(k) loans should be avoided at almost all costs.  They 
should be taken only in emergencies when there are 
absolutely no other options.

Disadvantages of 401(k) Loans
• Opportunity Cost—The money you borrow will not 

benefit from the potentially higher returns of your 
401(k) investments. Additionally, many people who 
take loans also stop contributing. This means the 
further loss of potential earnings and any matching 
contributions.

• Risk of Job Loss—A 401(k) loan not paid is deemed 
a distribution, subject to income taxes and a 10% 
penalty tax if you are under age 59½. Should you 
switch jobs or get laid off, your 401(k) loan becomes 
immediately due. If you do not have the cash to pay 
the balance, it will have bad tax consequences.

• Red Flag Alert—Borrowing from your retirement 
savings to fund current expenditures is a red flag. It is 

likely a sign of overspending. You may save money by 
paying off your high-interest credit-card balances, but 
if these balances get run up again, you will have done 
yourself more harm.

If you have an emergency and must have the money, a 
personal loan may be a more appropriate alternative to a 
401 (k) loan.  

Should You Borrow from Your 401(k)? NO!
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HCM Out & About

During a worker’s accumulation years, risk tolerance 
is often defined as “conservative,” “moderate,” or 
“aggressive”. These guidelines generally define return goals 
and how much downside risk an investor is willing to 
accept during market declines. 

In retirement, your portfolio’s job is to provide sustainable, 
tax-efficient income over a lifetime.  Managing risk is 
less about tolerating swings in valuation, and more about 
balancing your inflation adjusted spending needs during 
retirement with the legacy goals you have for your family 
and the causes that are dear to you.

This change in how risk is viewed as we transition from 
work to retirement, might mean a change in how your 
portfolio is built and managed.

Cash Flow
Having assets that you can’t spend are of little value 
during retirement.  So, it is important that you have 
income producing assets to help supplement your pensions 
and Social Security.  This often comes from interest and 
dividends. Your dividend investments should be of the 
type that increase payments every year to help you stay 
ahead of inflation.  To be safe, don’t count on the markets 
going up for at least five years.  Protect your spending 
needs accordingly.

Protection
If you don’t generate enough predictable cash flow to 
meet your spending needs, incorporate safe assets with 
target maturity dates.  This will protect your income need, 
without forcing an untimely liquidation of risk assets 
(stocks) in the case of a market downturn.  Protect yourself 
for 3-5 years, depending on where we are in the business 
cycle.  

Diversification
The best way to reduce volatility in your portfolio is to 
be well diversified.  A reduction in volatility does more 
than allow you to sleep better during bad markets; it may 
also allow you to increase your spending during your 
lifetime.  While the details of sustainable withdrawal rate 
optimization go beyond this article, suffice it to say that 
your money will last longer in retirement if it is properly 
diversified among a variety of asset classes that perform 
differently from each other during various market cycles.  

Investors Beware:  Diversification is frustrating.  If 
done properly, a portion of your portfolio is always 
underperforming in the year’s top asset class.  Don’t 
let a short term memory fool you into abandoning 
diversification.  It is a key ingredient to long term 
investment success!  

The Changing Definition 
of Risk in Retirement

Spring Cleaning=Spring Shredding

The arrival of spring brings with it that task of getting the house 
cleaned and organized. Part of that job for many of us is to go 
through old paperwork, bills, and taxes to see what we can discard. 

We want to help make that job a bit easier for our clients! We 
contract with an on-site shredding service to destroy our disposable 
documents. If you’d like to be “out with the old,” feel free to bring in 
your disposable documents and drop them in our bin for their safe 
and secure shredding. Just give Sally a call at 513-598-5120 to let her 
know that you plan to stop by.
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This newsletter provides financial and tax information to clients and friends of Hengehold Capital Management LLC. This information should not be acted upon 
without first determining its application to your specific situation. For further details on any article, please contact us.

About Us…
When you decide to work with an Advisor to help plan and prepare for your financial future, it is important to work 
with professionals who are willing to take the time necessary to understand your situation and help you create solutions 
uniquely suited to meeting your goals and objectives. Your HCM Team is always available to answer your questions. At 
HCM, we provide goals-based wealth planning and investment management services using the top technology, research, 
and analytical skills of our investment professionals. As a fee-only Registered Investment Advisor, our loyalties are always 
aligned with our clients’ best interests 513-598-5120 or visit our website at hengeholdcapital.com.

With summer marriages, college starting in August, and maybe even a new baby in 
the family, now may be a good time to review your financial plan and estate planning 
documents. Your HCM Advisor welcomes the opportunity to sit down with you and 
your family to take a careful look at your current financial picture. Life events may 
require an adjustment to your Wealth Plan.

Some other examples of major life events that can have an impact financially include:

Welcoming Kimberly Penzes to the HCM Team 
We are pleased to announce that Kimberly Penzes has recently joined the HCM Team. 

Kimberly will work on the client services team.  She has been employed in the 
financial industry for more than 6 years.  

Please welcome Kimberly to the HCM Team the next time you come in to see us. 

Good News! Trading commissions now $4.95

• Buying or selling a home 
• Saving for a child’s college education
• Coming into an inheritance

• Promotion or changing jobs
• Starting, buying or managing a business

So, if you have recently experienced a significant life change or if you anticipate any of these 
events in the next few years, please contact your HCM Wealth Advisor. We can get together 
by phone or in person to discuss your situation. In addition, we are always available to work 
with your tax professional, attorney, or other trusted advisor.  

What has changed in your life lately?

HCM News

In early February, Charles Schwab announced 
reduced costs for both online trading 
commissions and Schwab index funds. 

On March 3, 2017, Charles Schwab reduced 
their standard online equity and ETF trade 
commissions still further, from $6.95 to $4.95 
per trade.  

Schwab’s cost of investing will continue to 
remain among the lowest in the industry.

We believe this change is beneficial to our 
clients and will allow us to better serve you. 

If you have any questions, please contact your 
advisor or call us at 513-598-5120. 
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